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The group of people suddenly became agitated and said angrily.

However, they quickly noticed the unpleasant look on Old Master Yarrow’s face.

Old Master Yarrow said hesitantly, “Although the person has been found, I’m afraid we can’t touch this
person.”

“What? Is there someone that even Old Master Yarrow can’t touch? You’re one of the honorary directors of
the national martial arts world. As long as that person belongs to this circle, they must listen to you!” one
person shouted agitatedly.

Jason Yarrow shook his head and uttered one name, “Philip Clarke.”

Hiss!

Everyone gasped when they heard that name.

It was him!

The one who set off the stormy waves at Dragon Gate last night!

The person under Supreme Reed Williams!

A Dragon Warrior!

Suddenly, all the patriarchs of the national martial arts families and members of the association were silent.

This would be difficult.

It was completely beyond their control!

“Old Master Yarrow, did a Dragon Warrior do this?”

Someone suddenly reacted and seemed to have discovered an extraordinary fact.

Jason nodded and said, “That’s right. Judging from the situation at the scene, it was indeed done by the
Dragon Warriors. Therefore, this is not only a matter of our national martial arts circle, but it also involves
the Dragon Warriors and the Supreme. We need to reconsider this.”

At the same time, Jacob Jensen was also facing a dire situation.

He had been receiving countless calls since early in the morning.

There were calls from the World Martial Arts Association regarding what had happened last night. They
severely warned the national martial arts circle and told them to give the Fusha martial arts circle and the
Lopez family an explanation.



Some people from the National Martial Arts Association asked Jacob to severely punish the troublemakers.

Other prominent figures from the martial arts circle asked Jacob if he needed help.

In short, it was a mess.

“Old Master Jensen, do you have a plan?”

Jeremy Yarner was in the room at the moment, pacing back and forth while looking very anxious.

He was very worried about Philip.

Although he personally admired Philip’s actions, he was very worried about the consequences of his actions.

After all, this was the second son of the Lopez family, the youngest son of Rafael Lopez!

Jacob also shook his head and said, “There’s no other way. At this time, we can only stand behind Young
Master Clarke unconditionally.”

Jeremy trembled when he heard the words. He looked at Jacob with puzzled eyes and asked, “Old Master
Jensen, are you sure you want to do this?”

Jacob exhaled heavily, and a fierce aura exploded at this moment!

That was the aura that a powerhouse who had mastered national martial arts possessed!

“Do we have other options?” Jacob looked at Jeremy and asked rhetorically.

Jeremy paused, his expression gradually calming down as he solemnly looked at Jacob. He said, “Okay!
Since Old Master Jensen has decided, then I’ll also follow Young Master Clarke to the ends of the world!”

Hahaha!

Jacob laughed and said, “We only need to do our best in performing our duties. The rest shall be left to those
behind the scenes.”
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